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Name: Phone Number:

Other things to consider...
Ask ‘conversation based’ questions and avoid ‘do you want’ questions.

Insurance 
Have you considered how you are going to insure yourself for such things as cancellations, medical & luggage?

International Phone / SIM Card 
How are you planning to communicate with friends and family whilst you are away?

Travel Money 
If international, how are you planning to access money whilst you are overseas?

Follow-up callPlease select an action from the following options:

Must have information
Basic questions specifically about their travel needs.

Where:

When:

Who:

How Long:

Stopovers:

Class of Travel:

Airline Preference:

Accommodation:

Transport:

Other:

Set up questions
How much time do you have to spend with me today?  

Have you booked or enquired with is before? 

What research have you done?

Experience (Picture Creation Questions)

Clever questions to engage in conversation and dig 

deeper on their travel needs. For example:

What would you like to experience on your holiday? 

Why have you chosen this destination? 

What type of travelling do you enjoy?

Appointment Booking
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Selection & Matching Benefits

Present product that meets the needs of the client (the priorities that you identified through 

your clever questions in stage 2). 

Remember: Features describe facts & information relating to the product & Benefits explain why the product  

can help the client (meet their needs).

Name:

Valuable product that I have selected: Why have I chosen this for the client:
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TURN ON

Stop and 
recognise the 

new opportunity.  
Be present in the 

moment.

VALUABLE 
PRODUCT

Present a product 
offering that 

highlights  
how and why it 

meets their needs.

Check-in with  
your customer

RELATIONSHIP 
BUILD

Behave, from the 
very beginning, in 
a way that helps 
build a long term 
relationship with 

the client.

EXPLAIN THE 
BOOKING 
PROCESS

Articulate what 
is required and 
expected of the 

client if they choose 
to book with you.

Check-in with  
your customer

ASK 
QUESTIONS 
AND LISTEN

Engage in a 
conversation cycle 

of asking and 
listening until you 

have a clear picture 
of the clients wants 

and needs.

Check-in with  
your customer

LOCK IT IN

Ask a client if they 
would like to book.

Did I do this? Tick if yes:


